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New thinking on using plastic and a change to slurry application technique

More from maize, your
land and slurry nutrients
Maize growing techniques are constantly being updated thanks to on-going trials and research.
We look at some of the latest findings on the benefits of growing maize under plastic and find
out about a technique that can help the crop make better use of slurry nutrients.
text Rachael Porter

Method puts slurry nutrients where maize needs them
Applying slurry post emergence is
a new idea that is being developed
in countries like Denmark, where
application technology is already
quite advanced. And this practice is
now being reviewed in the UK, with
work being led by the SAC at its
Crichton Royal dairy farm.
“The principle behind this approach
is to place the nutrients closer to the
area where the developing maize
seedlings can make use of them,”
explains British Seed Houses’ Helen
Mathieu.
“The common practice of applying
slurry and ploughing it in is typically
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burying the nutrients around 225mm
below the surface,” she points out. “The
developing maize seedling, which is most
in need of these nutrients, will take weeks
to grow a root system capable reaching
these depths. So it’s therefore entirely
sensible to develop systems that place a
proportion of the slurry on the surface,
as close to the emerging maize crop as
possible.”
The application technology is still in
development in the UK, but the work at
Crichton Royal as already shown that
post-emergent applications of slurry – up
to 25 cubic metres per hectare – can be
achieved without destroying the crop.
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The latest work has used a trailing-shoe
type device behind a slurry tanker, but in
future it should be possible to develop
systems that scratch the nutrients into
the soil surface. Slurry separation will
certainly help, with the solid component
best suited to spreading pre-ploughing
and the liquid more able to be applied
accurately post emergence.
“We are in an era where more accurate
use of inputs and better use of homeproduced resources, and reduced reliance
on artificial fertilisers, are at the top of
many agendas,” says Ms Mathieu. “So
developments such as this can only help
the dairy industry.”
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Early maize harvest frees up land for second cropping
Maize harvesting on a dairy farm in
Shropshire was completed four weeks
earlier than usual in 2009 year, allowing
the land to be re-used for out-wintering.
Phil James produces 1.8 million litres
of milk at Church Farm near Oswestry
and, with cow and youngstock
numbers increasing, he needed to
free-up additional winter housing to
accommodate the expanding dairy herd.
A total of 40 hectares is put to maize
each year at the unit and this large area
of land lies unused during the winter.
So, on the advice of Wynnstay agronomist
Daniel Bates, Phil decided to sow some
of his maize under plastic so he could
harvest it earlier and ‘re-use’ the land
for out-wintering stock.
“The aim was simple. We wanted to
harvest the maize as early as possible so
that we could use the field twice during
the year by sowing a crop of cereal rye
for out-wintering the dairy heifers and
beef youngstock,” explains Phil.
Three hectares of maize were sown
under plastic using the Samco system

Phil James: “I can use the land twice a year”

on March 30, two weeks ahead of the
remaining 37 hectares, which were
drilled conventionally. “We were already
achieving good yields by growing maize
conventionally,” Phil explains, “but we
wanted to bring the harvest forward as
much as possible so that we could get a
second crop in before the weather turned
cold.”
Harvesting took place on September 4,
some four weeks ahead of Phil’s typical
harvest window. And five days later the
rye had been sown. “It was the first time

we had tried this new system and we
achieved exactly what we wanted. By
harvesting a month earlier we were able
to drill the rye in near- perfect conditions
and that has taken pressure off our
housing facilities by making more land
available for out-wintering.”
Sowing maize under plastic has become
more popular during recent years,
according to Daniel Bates. “More and
more producers are seeing the benefits
of bringing the maize season forward.
Sowing under plastic allows plants to
accumulate more heat units earlier in
the crop’s development, which means
that higher yields are attainable even in
marginal areas,” he says.
And there are other benefits: “Growing
maize under plastic allows varieties that
produce a high starch content and
higher yield to be harvested earlier than
many of the ultra-early varieties on the
NIAB list. That gives producers three
distinct advantages: high yields of starch,
early harvesting and the option to sow a
winter crop.”
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